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Section 1

judgement, jurisdiction, justified, kidnapping, kilometre, laboratory, laborious, labyrinth, lacerated, 

ladybirds, landowner, landscape, laughable, lecturing, legendary, legislate, leukaemia, librarian, 

lighthouse, lightning, limestone, limitation, limitless, limousine, linguistic, literally, literature, livestock, 

locksmith, logically, longitude, lovebirds, lowliness, lubricate, luxurious, machinery, machinist, magnetise, 

magnetism, magnificent, magnified, maintenance, malfunction, malicious, malignant, management, 

mandatory, manifestation, manipulate, manipulator, manufacture, manuscript, margarine, marginally, 

marketing, marmalade, marsupial, marvellous, masculine, masterful.

Section 2

masterpiece, materialism, maternity, mathematical, mathematician, mausoleum, mayonnaise, meaningful, 

measurement, mechanical, mechanics, mechanise, mechanism, medallion, medication, meditation, 

megalomaniac, megaphone, melancholia, melancholy, melodious, melodrama, melodramatic, membership, 

memorable, memorandum, meningitis, mentality, merciless, messenger, metabolic, metabolism, meteorite, 

methodical, metronome, microbiology, microchip, microphone, microprocessor, microscope, 

microscopic, microwave, midsummer, migration, militarism, milkshake, milligram, millilitre, millimetre, 

millionaire, miniature, miniaturise, minimalism, miraculous, miscarriage, mischievous, miserable, 

miserably. 

Section 3

misfortune, misjudged, missionary, moderately, modernise, modification, molecular, monarchist, 

monastery, monopolise, moonlight, moralistic, morphology, motivation, motorbike, mountainous, 

mountains, moustache, multicultural, multinational, musicology, narcissism, narcissus, narrowest, 

nationalism, nationally, naturalism, naturally, naughtily, navigation, navigator, necessarily, necessary, 

nectarine, needlework, neglected, neglectful, negotiable, negotiate, negotiation, neighbour, neolithic, 

nervously, neutralise, newsagent, newsletter, newspaper, nightingale, nightmare, nocturnal, noiseless, 

nomination, normality, nostalgia, notarised, noticeable, notification, numerical, nutrition, oesophagus.

Section 4

outnumber, outpatient, outrageous, outsiders, pacemaker, painkiller, paintbrush, palliative, palpitate, 

panicking, pantomime, parachute, paradoxically, paragraph, paralysed, paralysis, paramedic, paramilitary, 

paranormal, parasitic, parliament, partially, participate, particular, particularly, partition, partnership, 

passenger, passionate, passively, pasteurise, pathological, patiently, patriotic, patronise, pedestrian, 

pejorative, penetrate, penicillin, peninsula, pepperoni, percentage, percussion, perfection, perfectionist, 

perfectly, perforate, perforation, performance, performer, periscope, perishing, permanent, permission, 

permitted, perpetual, perpetuate.

Section 5

persecute, persevere, persisted, persistent, personality, personally, personify, personnel, perspective, 

perspiration, persuaded, persuasive, pessimist, pessimistic, pesticide, petrified, petticoat, pigeonhole, 

pigmentation, pillowcase, pineapple, pitchfork, pointless, policeman, political, politically, politician, 

pollinate, pollution, popularity, population, porcelain, portfolio, positively, possession, possibility, 

postponed, potassium, potential, potentially, powerless, publication, publicise, publicity, published, 

publisher, publishing, pulmonary, pulsation, punctuation, punishment, puritanism, purposeful, purposely, 

pushchair, qualification, qualified, quarterly, questionnaire, quotation.



Section 6

racehorse, racetrack radiation, radically, radioactive, radiologist, raspberry, ratifying, rational, rationalist, 

rationing, rattlesnake, reactivate, realistic, rearrange, reasonable, rebellion, rebellious, recapture, 

reception, receptionist, recession, recessive, recharged, recipient, recognise, reconsider, reconstruction, 

recreation, recruited, rectangle, rectangular, recycling, redistribute, reduction, redundancy, redundant, 

reference, referendum, reflection, reflector, reformation, refrigerator, regardless, regenerate, registration, 

regretful, regrettable, regularly, regulation, regulator, rehabilitate, reincarnation, reinforce, rejection, 

relationship, relaxation, religious.

Section 7

reluctant, remarkable, reorganise, repayment, repenting, repetition, replacing, replicate, represent, 

repression, reproduce, reproduction, repulsion, repulsive, reputation, requested, requirement, 

resemblance, reservation, resignation, resistance, resistant, resolution, respectable, respectful, respirator, 

responsibility, responsible, responsibly, restaurant, restfully, restoring, restraint, restriction, resurrect, 

resurrection, resuscitate, retirement, revelation, revolution, ridiculous, ritualistic, roughness, roundabout, 

rustproof, sacrament, sacrifice, saltwater, salvation, sanctions, sanctuary, sandpaper, sandstone, 

sandstorm, sapphires, sarcastic, satellite, satirical, satisfaction, satisfactory.

Section 8

satisfied, saturated, saucepans, saxophone, saxophonist, secondary, secretary, secretion, secretive, 

seduction, segmentation, segregate, seismology, selecting, selection, semicolon, semiconductor, seniority, 

sensation, sensational, senseless, sensitive, sentiment, sentimental, seriously, settlement, seventeen, 

seventies, sexuality, signature, significant, silliness, similarity, similarly, simplicity, simulation, 

simultaneous, sincerely, situation, socialise, socialism, socialist, soldering, solicitor, solidarity, something, 

sometimes, somewhere, songwriter, sophisticated, sorrowful, soundless, soundproof, submarine, 

submissive, submitted, subscribe, subscriber.

Section 9

subscription, subsequently, subsistence, substance, substitute, successful, succulent, suffering, sufficiency, 

sufficient, suffocate, suggestion, summarise, summertime, sunflower, superficial, supersonic, superstition, 

supervise, supervision, supplement, supporter, surprising, surrender, suspension, suspicion, suspicious, 

suspiciously, tablecloth, tactfully, taillight, talkative, tampering, tantalise, tarantula, tasteless, taxidermy, 

technical, technician, technique, technology, telepathic, telepathy, telephone, telescope, television, 

temperament, temperate, temporary, temptation, tentacles, terminate, terminology, terracotta, terrarium, 

terrified, territory, terrorise, terrorism, testament.

Section 10

testimony, timetable, tiredness, toadstool, tolerable, tolerance, tombstone, toothache, toothbrush, 

toothpaste, toothpick, tournament, turbulent, turquoise, vaccinate, vandalism, vaporised, variation, 

varieties, varnished, vegetable, ventilate, ventricle, versatile, vibrating, vibration, videophone, videotape, 

viewpoint, vigilance, violation, violently, virtually, visualise, vocabulary, voiceless, voluntary, vulgarity, 

vulnerable, waistcoat, wallpaper, wandering, wardrobes, watchmaker, watchstrap, waterfall, watermark, 

watermelon, waterproof, windscreen, withdrawn, withstand, womanhood, wonderful, woodpecker, 

worthless, xenophobia, youngster, zealously, zoologist.
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